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Lord Provost Message
Milan is delighted to have Frank Ross of Edinburgh’s Right Honourable Lord
Lieutenant and Lord Provost as our Patron.
Please see below his personal message to the organisation.

“It has been another big year for Milan and I’d like to thank the Board, each and
every member of staff and all of the incredible volunteers who make Milan the
success it is.
It is clear to me that the culture fostered by Milan creates a safe and friendly
meeting place for citizens from Edinburgh and across the Lothians. Residents who
perhaps have roots in South Asia, but whose lives have blossomed here in
Scotland.
Milan helps to bring the best of homeland and ‘home’ together so that older people
have the opportunity to spend their sunset years in a comfortable and familiar
place, sharing their cultures and languages with others.
As your Patron, I’d like to thank everyone for their commitment over the last 12
months, as detailed in this year’s Annual Report.”
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Aims & Objectives
AIMS:
To develop provisions for Older People from Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Mauritian
Communities in Edinburgh and Lothian to meet their social, cultural, recreational, language and
care needs, allowing “our elderly to age with dignity”.
OBJECTIVES:
1. To enable elderly people to have a place to meet where they can gather, relax, reminisce
and chat to improve their health and well being.
2. To provide a shared meal in the company of others.
3. To provide a range of educational and recreational opportunities to raise their knowledge
and awareness of the services available and also to reduce isolation and encourage social
inclusion.
4. To assist BME elderly in living independently and remaining active as long as possible by
maximising their income.
5. To develop links and work in partnership (as appropriate) with agencies providing services
on older people related issues.

Board Of Directors
Office Bearers: Chairperson Bashir Ahmed Malik
Vice Chairperson Khalid Mir
Treasurer Mohammed Akram
Secretary Indumati Pandya
Board Members
Late Ghazala Farooq MBE
Asia Mirza
Ghulam Mustafa
Izaz –Ur-Rahman
Dean Mohammed

Co-opted
Anne Munro (PDP)
Ved Kapoor
Cllr Amy McNeese-Mechan
Mohanjit Singh
Mohammed Akram (CBP)

Staff Members
Sophia Latif

Development Manager

Maryam Hussain

Administrator

Rukhsana Ali

Day care/Carers Support Supervisor

Ashia Mehmood

Information /Advice Worker

Shikha Ahuja
Fahmida H
Madhu Sharma
Samina Ahmed
Sainder Kaur
Asha Singh
Shabbira Suleman
Arthur Cockburn

Befriending/Outreach Worker
Befriending/ Outreach Worker
Support Worker
Support Worker
Care Assistant
Care Assistant
Care Assistant
Book-keeper

Volunteers
Milan has a small pool of volunteers who
continuously give up their invaluable time and
expertise to support the business.
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Services Provided
Milan (Senior Welfare Organisation) has been providing services to elderly people from Indian,
Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Mauritian communities since 1991. We provide a free, bilingual,
culturally sensitive and professional service to individuals of varying needs. The services we
provide are in the region of: day care, Information/advice, befriending/outreach, community
events, and a carers support service.
Our Core Values:
-

Respect Service users' dignity and support inclusion, irrespective of
Social or religious beliefs and faiths.

-

Respect privacy and confidentiality.

-

Encourage and enable Service Users to have control of their own lives.

-

Enable Choice, dignity, quality of life and independence.

Strategic Aim:
-

The inclusion of service users at all levels of the Organisation.

-

To Assist Asian elderly in building their confidence.

-

Assist Asian elderly in living independently and active as long as possible.

-

Offer related services by working in partnership with other agencies.

-

To provide services to bring positive change in the Asian elderly lives.

-

To encourage Board and Staff to fulfil aims and objective.
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Chairperson’s Message - Bashir A. Malik
I am delighted to present the Annual Report for 2018/19 in my second year as Milan’s Chair
person. I again this year would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to our vice
chair Mr. Khalid Mir, whom kindly stepped in as officiating chair during a difficult phase in my
personal life. Mr. Mir has a wealth of experience, having been connected with Milan over many
years and is able to keep maintained the quality of work we deliver.
It is with great sadness that I acknowledge the passing of our long-standing member, Gazala
Farooq who will be sorely missed. Mrs. Farooq was an integral part of Milan and was
instrumental in shaping Milan to where it is today through her commitment and passion for the
elderly South Asian communities. We together will continue to work towards the legacy she
leaves behind of keeping the elderly actively engaged and involved in their communities.
There have been significant challenges for all Councils over the last few years, with increases for
demand for key services and continuing financial constraints, which unfortunately has a direct
impact on voluntary Organisations like ourselves. For the foreseeable future there will be
continuing uncertainty over City of Edinburgh Councils’ public expenditure levels and this has been
seen in the recent Procurement for Older Peoples Services. Milan will be submitting a
tender
and we can only hope that the Council recognises the quality of work that we provide rather than
looking for cost effective projects which might not offer the quality and valuable work we do.
We are extremely grateful for the continued generosity of our donors and funders which enables
our ongoing and comprehensive programme for achieving sustainable growth. We want our
supporters to have confidence in how their money is used to improve the lives of older people.
Full disclosure of our activities and performance is outlined in this report.
As a transparent organisation regulated by the Charity Commission, we produce annual financial
statements and publish them in annual reports for our supporters and stakeholders to view. The
reports include a detailed analysis of our financial performance as well as staff reports which
gives an overview of our aims and achievements.
I cannot finish as always without taking this opportunity of thanking the key people within Milan
that help make the Organisation as vibrant, robust and successful as it is today with the hard
work and commitment of our board of directors, Manager, staff team and volunteers.
Last but not least I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has been involved
this year in helping us work towards our vision of a society where everyone can live a fulfilled life.
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Treasurer’s Report - A. Cockburn & Mohammed Akram
The Project incurred a modest surplus of £22,757 in 2018/19 due mainly to the efforts being
made to obtain other revenue grants and maximise office efficiencies.
Milan is a relatively small voluntary organisation and does not have the required resources to fall
back on, unlike some other larger enterprises. It is recognised as good practice that all voluntary
groups should retain at least three months full running costs in their Bank Account and
fortunately, unlike many other groups, we are still within this target, mainly due to the modest
surpluses achieved to date.

We continue to retain £83,287 (Unrestricted Funds), along with £9,048 (Restricted Funds) which
we hold for various pieces of work and some of these funds are expected to be utilised in
2019/20.
With the scope diminishing for income generating measures and cost cutting practices, the
Project will have to manage it’s financial situation even more closely throughout 2019/20 and
beyond. It is again disappointing that the City of Edinburgh Council has not managed to raise
the grant levels to take account of inflation and staff cost of living, making our task of balancing
our budgets increasingly challenging.

Every effort will be made in 2019/20 by Milan’s Board and staff to attempt to resolve these
issues.
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Managers Overview - Sophia Latif
I am delighted to be presenting this year’s report amidst a very challenging but successful year.
Milan’s highest source of income is from government grants administrated by the City of
Edinburgh Council which over the years has seen standstill budgets and cutbacks due to
significant pressures on expenditure. In order to provide a quality and much needed service, a
good income stream needs to be in place which is achieved by seeking external sources of
funding. An illustration of the growing gap between expenditure demands and the Council’s
funding position is shown in the Figure below over the last few years.

Expenditure Demands Vs Income
24%
76%

As vital as it is to deliver the work according to action plans, meeting targets and managing
outcomes aside from this an immense amount of time is also taken up to ensure the charity
continues to be transparent and in compliance with regulations. This not only keeps our records
robust but ensures that we maintain public trust and are fully accountable for our actions and
decisions. This work leads to a time-consuming exercise, resulting in unaccountable hours of
voluntary work needing to be put in so that records are concise and robust. This enables us to
not only identify our assets, expenses, income, and liabilities but at the same time allows us to
see the strengths and weaknesses of the charity, giving us a better insight to make financial
decisions and giving us real-time data for better reporting and forecasting. I am unable to work
effectively without the essential support from key services such as our book-keeper who
oversees the finance, HR and administration. The Board too plays a vital and essential role in
ensuring the Organisation is governed according to the highest principles and has the vision and
resources to fulfill its function in providing an excellent quality of care for our members.
In an ageing society the health and well-being of those we care for and work with is of paramount
importance. We strive to help older people overcome their difficulties and build strengths and
resilience for the future. Day centres are arguably suitable venues for health promotion
interventions, well placed to increase health and well-being through an active activity programme,
identify hearing and vision impairments, screen for depression, offer falls prevention programmes
and very importantly raise people’s confidence by promoting income maximisation. Keeping this
in mind we are optimistic that Milan will be recognised for the work it delivers and assessed with
the correct weighting during the procurement process for the upcoming tender. Sustainability in
the BME voluntary sector remains a difficult proposition whilst public sector cuts continue to bite,
the need for efficient, organised and reputable groups like Milan become increasingly important
and more needs to be done to ensure we are adequately resourced to meet people’s needs and
complex issues.
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Manager’s Overview
We look forward to the future with positivity working towards ensuring our communities are kept
connected with appropriate services in place providing preventative person-centered care and
support –by placing the older person’s needs, preferences and aspirations at the centre of care to
provide an exemplary service so that they remain independent for longer.
As previous years, staff and volunteers have worked tremendously hard and effortlessly to meet
the aims of the organisation working from the goodness of their heart, providing endless hours of
voluntary work to keep the organisation running smoothly. Those that are the most
disadvantaged are the hardest hit and so demand for services and support from these groups
continues to grow and outstrip capacity.
Our biggest obstacles currently are:
1) Lack of space as we are sharing premises and we are restricted with adhering to numbers
as per the capacity permitted due to health and safety issues. Consequently, we regularly have to
reluctantly deny service to individuals, something we do not like doing but unfortunately it is out of
our control.
2)
The City of Edinburgh Council currently only provide us with one social work bus for the
Leith area. Milan is a city-wide service and transport is becoming a huge issue due to rising
costs.
3) Elderly members health is deteriorating with many members now unable to travel to our day
care without an escort present. As we cover the whole of Edinburgh, this is becoming very
difficult to manage due to limited staff and volunteers to meet these demands.
As part of our ongoing work we are trying our utmost best to ensure that these obstacles do not
effect our members long term and are keenly looking for permanent solutions to be in place by
working on our new development plan. We are ever so committed to creating an equal and
inclusive society where older people can live a quality and dignified life that they deserve and can
reach out to trusted and well reputed organisations in time of need.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our members for believing in us and supporting us
to achieve where we are stand today. This however would not be possible without the support of
our partners, funders, dedicated board, skilled staff, and volunteer team.
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Day Support Supervisor - Rukhsana Ali
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This year in review has once again been one of magnificent accomplishment in terms of the
quality and level of service delivery. This is a result of the tremendous collaboration between the
board, staff and volunteers as well as excellent work ethics of the organisation. My main
concentration was in introducing the benefits of regular physical activity which have become
widely recognised in preventing chronic disease and promoting health and wellbeing. As a result
of taking part in variety of exercise classes such as Body Bingo Boost, Bollywood exercise
classes, gentle yoga along with therapeutic massages, participants have improved flexibility, are
generally feeling better and have experienced improvement in health conditions such as arthritis.
We also provide several trips over the years as this promotes social cohesion and keeps people
connected within their communities as well as giving the elderly an opportunity of the outdoors
not otherwise possible. Each trip is risk assessed taking into consideration the participants mobility and how accessible the venue and facilities are.
Training is something that I give a lot of emphasis too so that we have a skilled and trained work
force in each area of work. The new duty of candour came into effect on 1st April 2019 which
means that our service must take specific steps to carry out their duty of candour when a serious
incident takes place. I am pleased to say that to date, we have had nothing to report.
The biggest challenge for Milan this year has been the uncertainty around its day care premises
at Portlee as the building could be up for closure due to the state of repair. We are working with
council officials and the Board to ensure that seeking premises is of utmost priority, as well as
actively looking for accommodation in the East side of Edinburgh as this is where the majority of
clienteles are located. My future plan for the day care provision will be to continually review
operations and ensure services are relevant to the needs of our members as well as working
towards meetings future challenges.
Last but not least, I would like to take this opportunity of expressing my greatest gratitude to our
Manager who has mentored and guided me through my time at Milan. I look forward to another
successful year and securing the New year with successful funding.
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Day Support Services
Samina Ahmed & Madhu Sharma
We are delighted to be presenting a joint report for another busy year at Milan, where we are able
to make a positive difference in the lives of the elderly through our roles as support workers. The
organisation is going from strength to strength which is evident from increasing memberships and
we are pleased to say that as an established and well recognised organisation, we have the skills
and experience in place to meet the needs of our community of interest.
A lot of organisation and teamwork goes into planning a successful and well attended day care
provision from phoning members, organising transport, activities, lunches and supporting/
supervising volunteers. Phone calls are very important as our members look forward to receiving
a call as much as they look forward to attending day care. We are not only able to keep in touch
through these vital calls but can pick up any concerns in an event which requires further
intervention. We can also arrange outreach workers to visit the member in case of further
support. The day can be very demanding and pressurising as the needs of the members are
increasing day by day. Our aim is to ensure that through the service we provide they can have a
productive day by joining in therapeutic and informative activities as well as reducing social
isolation by meeting others of similar backgrounds and ages. Having support at the right time and
being involved within your community ensures that health and wellbeing is maintained, if not
increased as it has been proven that through community connectedness there are fewer hospital
readmissions and a reduction in a further decline of their health.
Milan plays a crucial role in ensuring that we identify any concerns effecting their health, social
care and finances and are able to provide early intervention to deal with these matters before
they become serious. Regular team meetings are held and once we have relevant permission
from the member, we pass on details to relevant staff members to continue with any further work
in a confidential and respectful manner. Our day care provision promotes equality, fairness and
above all dignity and independence for our service users. We are a user led organisation, giving
service users a say in planning service delivery and obtaining their feedback. Great effort is taken
to ensure this takes place by conducting regular focus groups to take note of user’s choices and
expectations as well as highlighting any improvements that need to be in place. This exercise
ensures that a quality and inclusive service is in place which meets the needs of the people that
use the service.
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Day Support Services
As a registered day care provision we adhere to working practices of the care inspectorate and
ensure that care plans are in place with up to date 6 monthly reviews. This enables us to get to
know the people we provide care for and record any changes as well as giving them an
opportunity to discuss anything one to one. Much time is also spent completing fire log sheets,
risk assessments and individual communication logs for staff, volunteers, and service user if we
need to record anything.
As per demand we organise regular activities to promote healthier and active lifestyles which
might not be possible for them elsewhere due to age and mobility limitations. We take great pride
in organising a programme of activities giving a choice to enjoy something that they like. Activities
such as yoga, movement with music, body boost, and seated exercises are very popular and the
benefits are immense as it raises the morale and promotes positivity all round. Service users also
take part in supported walks, gardening, pampering sessions, healthy eating, and informative
workshops on a variety of topics which will enhance their knowledge. We aim to deliver at least 2
or 3 events per year to ensure that we are promoting community cohesion and increasing
people’s social development. This past year we arranged 2 social gatherings and 4 successful
trips. These were thoroughly enjoyed by all, giving them an opportunity of the outdoors and
increasing social development.
Please see the table below to see a summary of some of the activities and workshops delivered over the past year.
EDUCATIONAL

CREATIVE ARTS

EXERCISE

GAMES

OUTINGS

CLIMATE
CHANGE

Chest, Heart, and
Stroke Talk

Lush Pampering
Session

Strength and
Balance

Cards

Newcastle

Upcycling &
Recycling

First Aid Talk

Henna Painting

Bollywood Dance

Dominoes

Craigie’s Farm

Indoor/Outdoor
Gardening

Breast Screening
Talk

Massage Therapy

Seated Exercise

Carom

Blair Drummond
Safari Park

Fuel Efficiency
Workshop

Anxiety talk

Beauty Therapy

Yoga

Childhood Board
Games

Pizza Hut

Car Sharing
Workshop

Cooking and
Healthy Eating

Stitching

Body Boosting
Bingo

Colouring /
Painting

Shopping

Low Carb & Food
Wastage

Information &
Advice
Workshops

Get Together for
Festive
Celebrations

Supported Walks

Bingo

Park/Garden
Visits

Climate Change
Conversation

Through the work that we do and the work of the Board our service users attendance remain
steady. 5 new service users joined this year, replacing people who are no longer suitable for day
care due to ill health or those who have sadly passed away. The work we deliver is further
enhanced by working in partnership with organisations such as Mehis, Health and social care
direct, Edinburgh Leisure & many more .
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Day Support Services
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Challenges
Transport continues to be a major problem for Milan due to the high costs as less and less
people are able to travel to the day care in their own transport due to multiple health reasons and
lack of confidence. We promote car sharing and travelling by public transport in order to reduce
carbon emissions but this is not always possible due to the health of our clientele and we are not
located near a bus stop. We are also finding that as service users become frailer their needs
become higher and they require an escort to accompany them to travel to the day care as unable
to travel alone, this is not always possible as we have insufficient funds to employ extra staff and
do not have sufficient volunteers trained and available to do pick up/drop offs. This is something
that the authorities need to look at closely by possibly offering escorting or a suitable bus service
to organisations that provide city wide services.

To run a successful organisation, team work and regular meetings are dynamic to the
fundamental running and we achieve this by supporting each other, keeping the service users
needs as high importance and meeting targets and outcomes of our funders. We thrive to
continue to provide a welcoming and cultural service tailored to the needs of our community and
look forward to another successful year.
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Information / Advice Services – Ashia Mehmood
I am delighted to be presenting my second annual report as Information Advice Worker. Having
been in the post for nearly 2 years, I can say I am very confident to be in the forefront of
supporting people for income maximisation and various other important areas giving them a
better quality of life. The work provided is concise, confidential and culturally sensitive. We give
clientele options and choices which allows them to remain independent as long as possible. I am
pleased to say that through word of mouth and building trustworthy relationships clientele has
increased by 40% in the last year with clients recommending the service and speaking volumes
about the work we deliver. Our aim is to achieve optimum results even if we have to go that extra
mile and putting in place some-thing they did not think possible due to the language barriers
people face and limited awareness of entitlements.
I go over and beyond my role and this has helped to establish positive relationships with my
clientele who are able to turn to me in their time of need through the good rapport and trust built
with time. The cases I deal with on a daily basis vary from simply interpreting letters and making
GP appointments to more complex cases which can take months to get results. The clientele I
deal with can stress over something very simple such as obtaining a garden refuse bin.
Authorities forget to take into consideration the confusion elderly people face due to changes and
having limited English and this again highlights why is why it is important that they access help
through organisations like Milan for invaluable support.
Due to my time limitations and demand for work, elderly members have to wait approximately
over a week for an appointment which can cause further stress and confusion. However I try my
utmost best to ensure all work is prioritised. Within an already busy schedule I also visit the day
care provision regularly to ensure that our regular members are provided with up to date
information in their community languages. One recent example was updating clients about the
expected bus strike so that they were aware and could make plans around the inconvenience.
I like to take on challenges and achieve positive results for my clientele who come to me with
hope, a recent dispute I dealt with can be seen highlighted in case study 1.
My biggest struggle to date has been Universal Credit going live and many of my clientele
struggled to cope with the changes which meant repeated face to face appointments and
supporting them through the process as well as supporting them to use their online accounts.
Due to recent welfare reform, up to 50% of the benefit claims end up at appeal stage which is
approximately 20% more than last year. I strongly feel that the whole process needs to be looked
at sympathetically as much as the Government is trying to cut down on benefit fraud, at the same
time we do not want to penalise people entitled to benefits as having to deal with lengthy
processes can be very derogatory often causing low self-esteem and poor mental health. Please
see case study 2 for a clearer example of this.
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Information / Advice Services
In order to be appropriately informed and fully aware of information that can benefit Milan
clientele, I participate in forums and also attend regular meetings organised by the North East
Locality partnership. This creates opportunities to get to know other providers in the area and
having in depth knowledge of their work enabling me to confidently signpost clients to their
organisations for further support. I have detailed below the trainings I have attended which are an
important part of enhancing my knowledge and understanding:
Social Security in Scotland,
Funeral Expenses Assistant, Universal Credit,
Income maximisation for older people.
Out with my busy work load we recognise that it is vital to promote our services to the wider
communities and reach out to those socially excluded or with limited connections within their
communities. I thoroughly enjoy this strand of work as it is imperative to reach out to people within the wider community who might not know who to seek information and advice from in time of
need. This important work is done through setting up outreach surgeries at places of worship, GP
surgeries, libraries and other community organisations or events.
Last but not least, I would like to take this opportunity to thank our staff team for the continuous
team work and support we give each other. Milan thrives to ensure client satisfaction is utmost
priority and we do this successfully through likeminded staff who take great pride in supporting
both clients and each other to achieve a service next to none. I would also like to take this
opportunity to extend a special thank you to the Manager for helping us to achieve our potential
and supporting us even in tough and challenging times to suppress all levels of our work. I am
ever so thankful for giving me the opportunity and confidence to go over and beyond my
informative role and deliver activities and workshops directly to the elderly which has helped to
establish a sense of responsibility and respect with Milan clientele. I look forward to another
promising and successful year.
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CASE STUDY 1
Client Z came for a lengthy face to face appointment. Client Z was very distressed
over paying a large sum of money for a new kitchen and not having the work
completed due to having not received the correct goods that were paid for. The client
was supported emotionally and put to ease as it was only then I could gather
information about the situation so that I could advocate on their behalf. In order for
myself to deal with the relevant people involved, repeat appointments were necessary
to ensure that I had all relevant evidence collated in order for a valid case to be put
forward to the company concerned. This included a home visit to the client as I was
aware that vital information was missing as they were too upset to talk during our
initial consultation and by visiting the property in question I was able to see the
uncompleted work and take things forward.
ISSUE: The client had chosen their own installers who were cheaper than the
recommended installers for the company purchases were made from. The client’s
workmen carried out the work different to the specification on the plans and failed to
update the client on a few mishaps which were discovered whilst refitting. The workmen then chose not to complete the work as the units delivered were different from
the original plans and left the job undone and are now not contactable.
CONCLUSION: The client and myself met with the company’s sales person to see if
they could help in resolving this matter. After a lengthy discussion and viewing
photographs which I had taken on my visit to the property, the company accepted
their side of the error and agreed to compensate for another unit and missing items to
be able to finish the kitchen. In order to conclude the matter at the earliest I went out
of my way to obtain quotes for the remainder of the work. Once these were approved
by the client the work was completed to a satisfactorily standard leaving the client
extremely happy with both our work and their new kitchen.

CASE STUDY 2
Client X has been a regular client for over 10 years. It is evident that with time and added
stress their health is deteriorating leaving them with low self- esteem and poor mental health
as well as limited mobility and frailty. The client was receiving DLA until it was reviewed when
the law changed for those who were under 65 requiring to reapply under the new Personal
Independence benefit.
ISSUE: Due to clients ongoing severe medical condition and poor mental health which was
supported by various medical records and supporting letters from their doctor, the case should
have been a quick transition to the PIP benefit. Sadly, this case was not assessed
appropriately and went to mandatory reconsideration which was further declined, even though
further supportive letters were submitted. The client has since then had a further decline in
their health due to the stress and anxiety of the claim procedures.
CONCLUSION: We are fully supporting this client to receive her rightful entitlements as well
as supporting them emotionally. The case is now at the tribunal stage and we are awaiting
dates for the case to be heard in court.
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Befriending / Outreach
Fahmida Huczewska & Shikha Ahuja

Milan provides outreach/befriending services to those most isolated and suffering from social
exclusion through hospitalisation, loneliness, bereavement, ill health or poor physical and mental
health. We have in post 2 part time outreach workers who speak community languages to cater
for the needs of the South Asian communities. Our aim is to ensure that we make a difference in
people’s live, increase their community connections by providing support in their time of need and
in time encouraging them to attend our day care provision to further maintain their health and well
-being. We encourage integration as this eliminates isolation and raises self esteem as well as
being able to access awareness about income maximisation, various health workshops and activities through other strands of our work.

This year alone the outreach service made 135 home visits and 28 visits to members in hospital,
since then 5 members have become regular users of our day care provision and 15 people are
delighted to have received information and advice after being referred to our information & advice
worker.
An important part of our work is to ensure we are present to settle new members in the day care.
We find if someone has been isolated from the wider community, attending the day care can be a
big step and having someone they recognise helps with the settling in process. It is vital that as
outreach workers we maintain trustworthy relationships with our members and the wider
community as we are the initial contact when people are referred to the Organisation through
word of mouth, social care direct, social workers or other agencies. Each visits entails providing
information about Milan as well as taking in their needs and passing it to the appropriate worker
within Milan so we can work together and achieve optimum benefits for our clientele. Another
important aspect of Outreach Work is to promote Milan to the wider communities through
outreach surgeries organised at places of worships, community events, religious events, libraries
and other community organisations. This give us an opportunity to reach out to those most
excluded and at risk who have limited awareness of the help they are entitled to.
Outreach work is the key to keeping the community linked together and supporting those at risk
of social exclusion as well as being a mean of preventative work as we are supporting people so
that they are not at risk of a further decline in their health. We work extremely hard to keep in line
with our targets and to meet outcomes which has a direct effect on our clientele. We are able to
assess the quality of our work through surveys and evaluations and this is passed to
management to see if any changes need to be in place to further benefit the people we work with.
We look forward to the new year where we continue to thrive to make a positive difference in
people’s lives.
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Carers Group - Rukhsana Ali
It gives me great pleasure to present the carers group report having had a very positive year with
a large increase in membership.
It is widely recognised that the role of informal carers can be stressful and demanding, having an
adverse effect on the carer’s own health and wellbeing. Undue pressure builds up when a lack of
other support is available and carers are left in isolation with no one to turn to. We know carers
roles are challenging but most carers have no complaints as they are doing this out of love and
care. It is highly important for carers to also be supported so that they receive appropriate
support at the right time in order to maintain their health and wellbeing as the role can be tiring
and leave carers feeling isolated which can then lead to poor mental health. This is where we
step in to provide a quality break away from their caring roles so they can get some ME time for
themselves.

It is extremely important that this type of support is offered through Milan as they have built a
strong element of trust and rapport through having links with us with our Older people’s services.
Our primary focus is to increase carers awareness and assist them to develop their full potential
by increasing their economic, social, cultural and political standing in society. Through the
provision of programs and services, Milan strives to provide an environment where carers can get
together to increase their wellbeing, take part in informative workshops, therapeutic and
educational activities as well as receiving help to promote income maximisation.
Regular questionnaires and surveys are conducted so we are fully aware of what our clientele will
benefit from and we organise our programme of activities and trips around their ideas and
choices. Trips are very well attended and we find that carers come back relaxed and refreshed
which also has a positive effect on the cared for person.
This year as well as activities including health walks, sharing food sessions, massage therapy, art
therapy and exercise classes, we introduced and encouraged carers to attend female only
swimming sessions, which was a great success. Our aim is to provide opportunities that they
might not be able to access elsewhere as well as provide encouragement and motivation to take
part which can increase self- esteem and raise confidence.
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Carers Group
As I build the group and try to meet their needs and expectations, I am also developing partnerships with external organisations such as Cyrenians, to work hand in hand with our outcomes
and give carers both a place to meet and enjoy lunch together which can be restricted due to the
stresses of family and caring responsibilities.
My work can extend to offering carers emotional and practical support due to circumstances or
issues in their lives. This is dealt with in a confidential and respectful manner and signposted to
other organisations that might be able to offer further support. Many of the carers have also
benefitted from Milan’s information and advice service for further support which is very important
as we are dealing with issues before they go to crisis point. I find the work very rewarding and I
gain immense satisfaction that with the support of the Milan staff team we can together make
such a difference in people’s lives and make them feel that much better within themselves.

I would also like to take this opportunity of thanking our wonderful staff for the team work and
combined efforts as we all share the same passion of ensuring we reach out to those most in
need and provide services which meet the expectations of our users.
Please see below a case study of a carer who has benefitted from the group.
A new member joined the group through encouragement when we got to know that they had
experienced a tragic incident in their life. They had become very stressed and not able to cope
with their caring role. The carer had poor mental health due to sinking into depression and
became completely isolated, losing links with the community.
Through the support they received at the carers group, they became confident again and
participated in trips and outings which eliminated social exclusion and they said they felt so
much better and also able to cope with their caring role. The carer told us that they had forgotten
how to smile but since joining this group they could cope with their grief and learnt to smile
again.
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Organisational Infrastructure
Organisational Infrastructure
Quarterly board meeting are being held in a transparent and democratic manner. Extraordinary
Sub Group meetings are also being held as and when required. The users of the services are
representing the board. All Milan members and staff are regularly updated of any changes or
decisions made in board meetings.
Professional Development
The staff has undertaken relevant training in line with national care standards to enhance their
skills and capacity building through attending various training courses and seminars.
Funding/fundraising
Funding has been achieved from various external sources highlighted overleaf to sustain current
services and start new projects. The staff and service users have continued to raise funds also
for different activities and events.
Newsletter
A quarterly newsletter is published; it has been a very useful method of circulating information
internally and externally.
Policies
Our Manager and Day Support Service Supervisor continuously look into outstanding policies
and practices needing to be put in place as required by the Care Inspectorate.
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Networking
Milan staff engages in networking with the Organisations named below on day to day issues and
also to ensure that BME issues are being met in policy documents both locally and nationally.
City Of Edinburgh Council (Housing & Social Care Direct, Local Partnership Groups)
Pilmeny Development Project
Age Scotland
Voice of Carers Across Lothian (VOCAL)
Department of Work and Pensions (DWP)
Minority Ethinic Inclusion Service (MEHIS)
Police Scotland
Portlee Resource Centre
RNIB
Game Changer

CEMVO
EVOC
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Conclusion & Acknowledgements
Milan is a well respected and recognised organisation. Milan staff are accomplished,
professional, and ensure that it is a user led friendly service keeping members views into
consideration. Staff are competent in record keeping and ensures accuracy is maintained
accurately and up to date. Milan has a good rapport and working relationship with various
organisations and agencies.
We would like to thank the board members, staff and of course our dedicated service users for all
the continued help and support in developing Milan services. We wish to also thank the following
individuals, Groups, and Organisations who have helped and supported Milan Senior Welfare
Organisation. We apologise in advance for any omissions, but hope they will accept our thanks
and appreciation.
City of Edinburgh Council Health and Social Care Department
West Lothian Council - Health and Social Care Partnership
East Lothian Council
Edinburgh Lothian Trust Fund
BEMIS
AGE Scotland
Sainsbury's Food Donation Partnership
Creative Art Works CIC
Neighbourly
Cyrenians
British Science Association
Keep Scotland Beautiful
Vegetarian Society
Creative breaks
Lush
Climate Conversation Community Fund
Paths for All
Tommy Sheppard MP
Kasbah
Park Digital Systems LTD
LA RG enterprises LTD
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Moments To Cherish
Here’s a glimpse of a few of our favourite moments of the year including some beautiful souls
no longer with us. “Gone but not forgotten.”
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Extract From Audited Accounts
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Extract From Audited Accounts
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